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THE PATENTS IN SPACE ACT: JEDI MIND
TRICK OR REAL PROTECTION FOR
AMERICAN INVENTORS ON THE
INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION?
I. INTRODUCTION
Outer space provides an important arena for scientific research
and exploration, and this role is increasing in importance as the
possibility for commercial development of outer space becomes more
feasible. Within the last decade, the United States has drastically
relaxed its monopoly over space exploration and activity in order to
encourage private investment and research.'
To this end, the United States has taken at least two important
steps. First, it enacted the Commercial Space Launch Act of
1984,2 the stated purpose of which is "to encourage the United
States private sector to provide launch vehicles and associated
services by simplifying and expediting the issuance and transfer of
commercial launch licenses; and facilitating and encouraging the
use of Government-developed space technology."3 Partially as a
result of this legislation, the number of commercial space launch
facilities has dramatically increased,4 as has the number of private
space launches.5
1 Dan L. Burk, Protection of Trade Secrets in Outer Space Activity: A Study in Federal
Preemption, 23 SETON HALL L. REV. 560, 563 (1993).
2 49 U.S.C. § 70101 (1994).
3 Id. § 70101(b)(2)(A)-(B); Michael S. Straubel, The Commercial Space Launch Act: The
Regulation of Private Space Transportation, 52 J. AIR L. & COM. 941, 943 (1987). The goal
of encouraging private commercialization of space came in the wake of the space shuttle
Challenger explosion. At that time, the Reagan administration determined that the
launching of satellites, previously dominated by NASA, was an endeavor best left to the
private sector. Id.
4 Straubel, supra note 3, at 943.
' See Richard Berkley, Space Law Versus Space Utilization: The Inhibition of Private
Industry in Outer Space, 15 Wis. INV'L L.J. 421, 421 (1997) (noting the current presence of
"several major satellite communications projects planned which will put hundreds more
satellites into orbit"); Ty S. Twibell, Note, Space Law: Legal Restraints on Commercializa-
tion and Development of Outer Space, 65 U. MO. KAN. CITY L. REv. 589, 620-622 (1997)
(pointing to both the competitiveness of the commercial space launch industry and the heavy
demand for commercial launchings to send telecommunications and remote sensing satellites
into space).
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Second, the relaxation of the monopoly of the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration (NASA) over United States' outer
space exploration6 is embodied in a series of programs devised to
stimulate private and commercial research activities.7 These
programs are a response to the Commercial Space Launch Act."
Through the Technical Exchange Agreement program (TEA),9
NASA allows privately-funded researchers to use its ground
facilities.' °  In addition, the Joint Endeavor Agreement (JEA)"
provides free outer space transport to private firms undertaking
commercial development in outer space.
12
While these efforts at increasing commercial interest in outer
space have been successful in generating some private research and
development efforts, 3 it was thought that these legislative efforts
alone could not produce the desired level of investment in space-
related research projects. 4 Because research in outer space is so
' See Straubel, supra note 3, at 942 (noting that "within the United States, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration... has had a lock on the market because competitors
have been unable to match the prices charged by NASA").
7 Dan L. Burk, Application of United States Patent Law to Commercial Activity in Outer
Space, 6 SANTA CLARA COMPUTER & HIGH TECH. L.J. 295, 307 (1991).
8 49 U.S.C. § 70101 (1994). See James C. Fletcher, NASA Marks Thirtieth Anniversary
on October 1, press release from Sept. 20, 1988 (visited April 4, 1999)
<http'/Ispacelink.msfc.nasa.gov/NASA.News/NASANews.Releases/Previous.News.Releases/8-
8.News.Releases/88-09.News.Releases/88-09-11> ("NASA responded [to the Commercial Space
Launch Act] by adopting a Commercial Use of Space Policy and establishing the Office of
Commercial Programs to provide a focus for action to expand U.S. private sector investment
and involvement in the civil space program.").
9 See Dennis J. Helfman, Patents in Space: Protecting Out-Of-This-World Investments,
in 3 AMERICAN ENTERPRISE, THE LAw, AND THE COMMERCIAL USE OF SPACE 113, 122 (Phillip
D. Mink ed., 1987) (noting that NASA is encouraging ground-based research and use of
NASA facilities through the TEA).
'
0 Id.; Burk, supra note 7, at 307.
" Burk, supra note 7, at 307; see Fletcher press release, supra note 8, at 10 (noting that
over half of the 50 largest industrial corporations in the United States are investigating
commercial activity in outer space, in part due to NASA's encouragement in the form of
agreements "to privatize government-developed rockets, provide access to NASA facilities
and become users of commercial launch services"). Fletcher further states that American
companies have "entered into joint endeavor agreements in which NASA sponsors spaceflight
opportunities for privately-supported industrial research and development." Id.
12 Burk, supra note 7.
3 See, e.g., Berkley, supra note 5, at n.3 (mentioning Motorola's "Iridium Project," which
involves the commercial launching of some seventy low-orbit satellites).
"'
4 Id. at 422. Berkley contends that "the current public law regime in outer space retards
private activity in space," and suggests that a new international treaty must be implemented
in order for true commercialization to occur. Berkley asserts that the current body of space
law (see Part II.A, infra (discussing the body of international space law)) prevents the
396
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expensive, 5 the availability of patent protection was considered
absolutely necessary to increase the investment of private firms in
space-related activities. 6 As a result, two important steps in
patent protection have been accomplished.
First, because § 305 of the 1958 National Aeronautics and Space
Act (NASA Act)'7 allocates the ownership of intellectual property
engendered by joint research efforts to the federal government, 8
NASA has generally begun to waive any patent ownership claims
to encourage private investment. 19 As a result, private firms will
find that use of NASA facilities available to them under the TEA
and the JEA is a more attractive option than funding a research
effort themselves.
Second, Congress in 1990 enacted the Patents in Space Act.2"
formation of a large private space launch industry.
'a Burk, supra note 1, at 577. The author states that: "commercial space ventures are
already known to be capital intensive and high risk, with an uncertain payback period.
Intellectual property rules, particularly the availability of patents, have been suggested as
important tools to reassure outer space investors that their speculation carries a reasonable
chance of making money."
'6 See Burk, supra note 7, at 307 (noting that because private outer space research
programs are becoming so lucrative, the "allocation of patent rights... is therefore becoming
a matter of pressing concern"); Charles B. Meyer, Protecting Inventor's Rights Aboard an
International Space Station, 70 J. PAT. & TRADEMARK OFF. Soc'Y 332, 345 (1988) (discussing
the importance of clear patent rights to ensure a return on private researchers' extensive
capital investments in space).
17 42 U.S.C. § 2457 (1994).
'8 Id. Section 2457 provides, in part, that, "[w]henever any invention is made in the
performance of any work under any contract of the Administration... such invention shall
be the exclusive property of the United States, and if such invention is patentable a patent
therefor shall be issued to the United States." Id.
'9 See Burk, supra note 7, at 308 (noting that, under 42 U.S.C. § 2547(0, NASA has the
power to waive any of its rights to inventions, and has begun to do so by claiming that
private inventions are not the fruit of a "contract" between NASA and a private research
firm). Such action on NASA's part is consistent with technology innovation legislation,
particularly 15 U.S.C. § 3710(a) (1994), entitled 'Utilization of Federal Technology,' which
provides:
It is the continuing responsibility of the Federal Government to ensure
the full use of the results of the Nation's Federal investment in research
and development. To this end the Federal Government shall strive
where appropriate to transfer federally owned or originated technology
to State and local governments and to the private sector.
20 35 U.S.C. § 105 (1994). The Patents in Space Act provides that:
(a) Any invention made, used, or sold in outer space on a space object or
component thereof under the jurisdiction or control of the United States
shall be considered to be made, used or sold within the United States for
3
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Congress' stated purpose in passing the Patents in Space Act was
to provide a "clear, undefinite and understandable set of rules for
determining when and how United States patent law applies in
outer space."21 The Patents in Space Act was a necessity, in
Congress' eyes, "not only to clarify the law for an emerging
commercial industry, but to enable the accomplishment of interna-
tional cooperative projects in space."22  The Act is, therefore,
meant to encourage private investment in space science and
commercial activities by ensuring that the investments of United
States' inventors will be protected.23 The Act purports to do this
by extending United States jurisdiction to its space objects,24 thus
making the objects themselves, and any activities carried out
within the objects, subject to the laws of the United States.25
The Patents in Space Act is, however, subject to international
the purposes of this title, except with respect to any space object or
component thereof that is specifically identified and otherwise provided
for by an international agreement to which the United States is a party,
or with respect to any space object or component thereof that is carried
on the registry of a foreign state in accordance with the Convention on
Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space.
(b) Any invention made, used, or sold in outer space on a space object or
component thereof that is carried on the registry of a foreign state in
accordance with the Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into
Outer Space, shall be considered to be made, used, or sold within the
United States for the purposes of this title if specifically so agreed in an
international agreement between the United States and the state of
registry.
21 H.R. REP. No. 101-960(I), at 2 (1990). With regard to the policy behind the Patents in
Space Act, this legislative history further states that the Act "will enhance the commercial-
ization of space and assure that the United States is in compliance with international treaty
obligations." Id.
2 H.R. REP. No. 101-1026, at 48 (1991). The "enabling" function of the Patents in Space
Act occurs because the Act "establishes a climate of legal certainty for intellectual property
rights in space at a time when it is crucial to nurture and facilitate the development of a
commercial space industry." Id.23 1d.
' While this provision may seem redundant to those who would think that United States'
jurisdiction would obviously, and automatically, extend to its space objects, this is not the
case. In Deepsouth Packing Co. v. Laitram Corp., 406 U.S. 518, 173 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 769
(1972), the Supreme Court declined to find any extraterritorial effect of federal patent law.
Thus, the Patents in Space Act succeeds in extending jurisdiction into space by essentially
viewing any United States space object as an "extension" of the United States.
' 35 U.S.C. § 105(a) (1994).
4
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treaties of which the United States is a signatory." This is
problematic because outer space research and exploration are
increasingly multinational undertakings." Therefore, it is unclear
how much protection the Act will really afford American inventors
in practice.2"
The International Space Station (ISS, formerly known as the
Freedom Space Station or as Space Station Alpha)" is a multina-
tional endeavor that will certainly test the ability of the Patents in
Space Act to protect the American inventor.3 ° In light of the
forthcoming ISS, which began its assembly in orbit in November
1998,"' this Note will seek to predict how effectively the Patents
in Space Act will protect the products of United States' research
throughout the ISS project. The Note begins with a discussion of
2 Id. at § 105(a)-(b). These treaties, which comprise the body of international space law,
are discussed further in Part II.A.
" See Christopher L. Brinkley, Comment, The Final Frontier: A Voyage Requiring a
World Enterprise, 1 TULSA J. COMP. & INT'L L. 303, 305-306 (1994) (proposing the formation
of an International Space Agency, but also noting the importance of international cooperation
in outer space endeavors as a means of eliminating duplicative research efforts, pooling
"intellect, facilities, and experience," and cost-spreading). See also, Jesse B. Ashe III,
Comment, Space Station Alpha: International Shining Star or Legal Black Hole?, 9 TEMP.
INT'L & CoMP. L.J. 333, 358 (1995) (advocating the creation of a world space organization
and noting that, "[a]s the United States and Russia embark on Space Station Alpha, the
1990's present a situation where both nations are economically and politically aware of the
necessity to combine their efforts").
' NASA Facts: International Space Station: Creating a World-Class Orbiting
Laboratory, at 1 (last modified Mar. 31, 1998) <httpJ/www.hq.nasa.govoffice/paofacts/
HTMIFS-004-HQ.htm>. Currently, only one space venture in which the United States has
participated can be called truly "multinational": the Shuttle-Mir project involved a
cooperative United States/Russian use of the Shuttle and Space Station Mir to provide
technology demonstrations, risk mitigation, operational experience, and early science
opportunities in preparation for the 1998 assembly of the ISS. Id. Due to the preliminary
nature of the Shuttle-Mir experiment as a test run for the ISS, it is likely that little, if any,
patent worthy research resulted.
' International Space Station: A History of U.S. Space Stations, at 3 (visited Feb. 27,
1999) <httpJ/www.station.nasa.gov/referencefactsheetsindex.html#overview>.
' Indeed, because the Patents in Space Act is subject to international treaties, many of
which are implicated by the ISS agreements, the effectiveness of the Patents in Space Act
in achieving the goal of protecting the fruits of United States' research will certainly be
tested. See infra Part III.A (discussing the conflicts between the patents in space act and
international intellectual property regimes).
l International Space Station: Creating a World-Class Orbiting Laboratory, supra note
28, at 5; The International Space Station: Improving Life on Earth and in Space: The NASA
Research Plan, an Overview, at 46 (visited Feb. 27, 1999)
<httpJ/www.hq.nasa.gov/office/olmsa/iss/htm> [hereinafter NASA Research Plan].
5
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the major international agreements to which the Patents in Space
Act is subject. An examination of the history and the fundamental
aspects of the ISS will then occur. The Note then attempts to
predict how the Patents in Space Act, the body of international
space law, and the enabling agreements entered into by ISS
partner nations will operate together on the ISS. Specifically, this
Note demonstrates that the Patents in Space Act and the overall
federal patent scheme are inadequate to meet their purported goal
of protection of American investment in research and development
in outer space with respect to the ISS. Further, the Act in its
current form could be considered an unwelcome assertion of United
States sovereignty over participating ISS nations, which could
jeopardize the success of the ISS mission as a whole.32  As a
result, this Note proposes that the United States has been forced
to make some intellectual property concessions in its ISS agree-
ments that essentially take the "teeth" out of the protection that
the Patents in Space Act might otherwise have provided to the
United States for its research on the ISS.
II. INTERNATIONAL SPACE LAW, THE FEDERAL PATENT SCHEME,
AND THE HISTORY OF THE ISS
Before one can examine how effective the Patents in Space Act
will be in achieving its stated goal of increasing investment in
space activities33 in relation to the ISS project, it is important to
have a general understanding of the issues underlying the law of
space and of intellectual property. Accordingly, this part will begin
with a general overview of the body of international space law, a
treaty-based law to which the Patents in Space Act is subject.'
A discussion of the United States' federal patent scheme, and its
s See Meyer, supra note 16, at 335:
Although the United States as the major participant in the Space Station
program could demand that its law apply over the space station,
including the modules that the other participants would control, it is
doubtful that any of the other participants would continue to support the
project if the United States made such a demand.
s See supra note 21 and accompanying text (discussing the legislative goals of the
Patents in Space Act).
' 35 U.S.C. § 105(a) (1994).
400 [Vol. 6:395
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differences from the international regime will follow. The section
will conclude with a profile of the ISS project, including its history,
physical construction, enabling agreements, and intellectual
property provisions.
A. THE BODY OF INTERNATIONAL SPACE LAW
The body of space law is the product of a number of multination-
al agreements enacted in the 1950s, instigated by the launching of
Sputnik in 1957.3' Following this landmark event in the history
of space exploration, the United Nations (U.N.) formed the
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS) "to
study the nature of legal problems which may arise in the carrying
out of programes to explore outer space." 6
The findings of COPUOS were consolidated 7 in a landmark
international agreement commonly known as the Outer Space
Treaty." This treaty established three basic governing princi-
ples.3 9 First, outer space is considered res communis, the property
of the world.4 ° Second, under the "no sovereignty" provision of the
treaty, the appropriation of outer space or of any celestial body by
any signatory nation is prohibited.4 Finally, all "space activities"
carried on by member nations must follow general principles of
3' F. Kenneth Schwetje, The Development of Space Law and a Federal Space Law Bar,
35 FED. B. NEWS & J. 316, 316 (1988).
3 U.N. General Assembly Resolution 1348(XIII), Dec. 13, 1958.
31 Schwetje, supra note 35.
38 Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of
Outer Space, Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, Oct. 10, 1967, 18 U.S.T. 2410,
610 U.N.T.S. 205 [hereinafter Outer Space Treaty]. See generally Nandasiri Jasentuliyana,
Space Law and the United Nations, 17 ANN. OF AR & SPACE L. 137, 142 (1992) ("The Outer
Space Treaty established the foundation of the international legal order in outer space.");
Twibell, supra note 5, at 593 (stating that the Treaty "was the first to regulate outer space
activities and established broad guidelines for space exploration").
39 Schwetje, supra note 35, at 317.
40 Outer Space Treaty, supra note 38, at art. I (stating that "[ojuter space, including the
moon and other celestial bodies, shall be free for exploration and use by all States without
discrimination of any kind"). For a good discussion of the res communis doctrine, see
generally Ty S. Twibell, Circumnavigating International Space Law, 4 ILSA J. INT'L & COMP.
L. 259, 278 (1997).
41 Outer Space Treaty, supra note 38, at art. II (providing that "loluter Space, including
the moon and other celestial bodies, is not subject to national appropriation by claim of
sovereignty, by means of use or occupation, or by any other means").
1999]
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international law.42
The second major treaty comprising the body of international
space law is the Rescue Agreement.43 The Rescue Agreement
requires States to "take all possible steps" to aid astronauts of any
nation in the case of "accident, distress, emergency, or unintended
landing."' An additional duty to return the space craft of a State
that has landed in the territory of another jurisdiction is set forth
by the treaty.45
The Liability Convention 41 imposes [absolute] liability for
space-related activities that cause damage on the surface of the
Earth, including land or sea, or in the air" on launching States.47
A simple negligence standard applies to States with regard to
damage caused elsewhere than on the surface, or in the atmo-
sphere, of Earth."
The final major international space treaty is the Registration
Convention. 49  The Registration Convention requires States to
create and maintain a registry of all of its objects launched into
space.50 In the case of a multinational space endeavor, the
launching States shall determine which individual State is to
register the space object.51 This State retains "jurisdiction and
42 Id. at art. III ("State Parties to the Treaty shall carry on activities in the exploration
and use of outer space.., in accordance with international law, including the Charter of the
United Nations, in the interest of maintaining international peace and security and
promoting international co-operation and understanding.").
43 Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts and the Return of
Objects Launched into Outer Space, Dec. 3, 1968, 19 U.S.T. 7570, 672 U.N.T.S. 119
[hereinafter Rescue Agreement].
"Id. at art. 2.
45Id. at art. 5.
"' Multilateral Convention on International Liability for Damage Caused by Space
Objects, Oct. 9, 1973, 24 U.S.T. 2389, 961 U.N.T.S. 187 [hereinafter Liability Convention].
47 Jasentuliyana, supra note 38, at 145.
4' Liability Convention, supra note 46, at art. III ("In the event of damage being caused
elsewhere than on the surface of the earth ... the [launching State] ... shall be liable only
if the damage is due to its fault or the fault of persons for which it is responsible.").
9 Multilateral Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space, Sept. 16, 1976, 28
U.S.T. 695, 1023 U.N.T.S. 15 [hereinafter Registration Convention].
'0 Id. at art. II ("When a space object is launched into earth orbit or beyond, the launching
State shall register the space object by means of an entry in an appropriate register which
it shall maintain.").
" Id. With respect to the ISS, however, enabling agreements generally provide that
individual Partners will register their contributions to the ISS. See infra Part II.c.4 (further
discussing ISS registration problems).
8
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control" over the object.52
One other treaty deserves mention, although it has not been
ratified by the United States.53  The Moon Treaty54 is considered
objectionable by many nations because it declares the moon and its
natural resources to be "the common heritage of mankind."55 This
language, in combination with the provision that "[tihe exploration
and use of the moon shall be the province of all mankind and shall
be carried out for the benefit and in the interests of all coun-
tries"56 has deterred nations with space programs from signing
because of their desire to encourage private investment in space
exploration.57 Successful investment requires that some protec-
tion of the investment be offered,5" a fact that seems to be funda-
mentally incompatible with the "space exploration as the province
of all mankind" ideal espoused by the Moon Treaty. 9 Further, the
agreement requires that the moon be used only in furtherance of
peaceful goals;6' therefore, any militarization of the moon is
strictly prohibited.6 '
s2 Outer Space Treaty, supra note 38, at art. VIII.
See, Schwetje, supra note 35, at 318 (speculating that the United States is not a party
to the Moon Treaty since "[n]o state that has, or is likely to have, the capability to operate
on or around the moon has ratified this treaty"). Schwetje attributes the failure of the
United States to ratify the Moon Treaty to the fact that it specifically prohibits the
exploration of the moon except in concert with regulation by an international organization.
Id. See also Jasentuliyana, supra note 38, at 147 (noting that "no State that has any space
capability has ratified and incorporated [The Moon Treaty] as part of its national law").
' Agreement Concerning the Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies,
Nov. 12, 1979, 18 I.L.M. 1434 [hereinafter Moon Treaty].
"Id. at art. 11.
6Id. at art. 4.
17 See Twibell, supra note 5, at 598 ("If the space powers begin to sign the Moon Treaty,
commercial investment will be significantly inhibited more than it is under existing space
law."). Twibell attributes this result to the fact that the Moon Treaty's common ownership
of intellectual property ideals will discourage investment because of the lack of exclusivity
over intellectual property rights that could result. Id.
"Burk, supra note 15.
'9 The Moon Treaty, supra note 54, at art. 6, cl. 3. The Moon Treaty further provides that
"States ... agree on the desirability of exchanging scientific and other personnel on
expeditions to or installations on the moon to the greatest extent feasible and practicable."
Id. According to Twibell, supra note 5, at 599, the idea of "sharing" the fruits of scientific
labor with member States may also be unappealing to the United States, as it is incompati-
ble with the goal of increasing private American investment in outer space activities.
Increasing such investment requires a lack of sharing and some assurance of exclusivity.
o The Moon Treaty, supra note 54, at art. 3.
61 id.
9
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An understanding of international space law, with the exception
of the Moon Treaty, is essential to the operation of the Patents in
Space Act because the provisions of these treaties essentially
preempt any patent claim made by the United States under the
Act. 2 Of particular importance to the United States' federal
patent scheme in outer space is the Registration Convention,
because it determines who retains "jurisdiction and control"63 over
a particular space object.' To further understand potential
inconsistencies between the United States' patent system and
international space law, a discussion of the federal patent scheme
is now appropriate.
B. THE UNITED STATES' FEDERAL PATENT SCHEME
The Patents in Space Act is intended to provide a means of
protecting the investments of private firms and American inventors
in intellectual property developed in outer space.65 In order to
comprehend why such protection is deemed to be so crucial, it is
important to understand the federal patent scheme as the overall
framework within which the Patents in Space Act operates, and to
understand why this regime necessitated the creation of the
Patents in Space Act.6
Compared to the patent schemes of other nations, patent law in
the United States is territorial.67 This means that the United
States' patent laws apply only in the United States and in its
62 See 35 U.S.C. § 105(a) (1994) (providing that the United States'jurisdiction and control
over its space objects is subject to existing international agreements).
63 Registration Convention, supra note 49, at art. II, cl. 2.
For a more extensive discussion of potential "clashes" between the Patents in Space Act
and international space law, see Part III.A, infra. See also Burk, supra note 7, at 314 (noting
that, while "none of the international treaties... directly addresses the protection of patent
rights in outer space... taken together, they may actually obscure the United States' ability
to protect such rights under its own law").
' See supra Part I (discussing the commercialization of space and rationales for
extending patent protection to intellectual property in outer space); see also Burk, supra note
7, at 354 ("Increased commercial activity in outer space is rapidly creating a concrete need
for patent protection in outer space ventures.").
" Glenn H. Reynolds, Legislative Comment: The Patents in Space Act, 3 HARVARD J.L.
& TECH. 13, 14 (1990).
67 Id.
404 [Vol. 6:395
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territories and possessions.' This contrasts sharply with the
patent laws of other nations, which have clear extraterritorial
effect.6" One reason the Patents in Space Act was enacted was to
clarify the question of whether federal patent laws, including
provisions protecting inventors from infringement, would apply in
outer space, which is not a territory or possession of the United
States.7" Without such clarification, the incentive to invest in
outer space endeavors would be significantly reduced.7 ' While the
Patents in Space Act extends United States'jurisdiction to its space
objects,v2 it does not rectify potential discrepancies between the
territoriality of United States patent law and the laws of other
nations.73 Thus, other nations could presumably assert a patent
infringement claim based on activities in a United States space
object. 74  In light of the multinational character of the ISS ven-
ture, this may prove to be problematic.75
Under the language of 35 U.S.C. § 100(c) (1994), "[tlhe terms 'United States' and 'this
country' mean the United States of America, its territories and possessions."
6 Burk, supra note 7, at 310.
70 See H.R. REP. No. 101-960(I), at 11 (1990) (noting that "[the Patents in Space Act]
responds by furthering the possibilities of investment in space through the creation of a
concrete set of rules concerning patentability"). This legislative history also states that the
Patents in Space Act is an attempt to "provide certainty and clarity to United States patent
law" as a result of NASA's conclusion that a case-by-case determination of whether the
federal patent scheme would apply in specific outer space endeavors would be undesirable.
Id. See also Deepsouth Packing Co. v. Laitram Corp., 406 U.S. 518, 173 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 769
(1972) (holding that, in general, United States patent laws have no extraterritorial effect).
7 Burk, supra note 7, at 312. The author notes that because patent infringement is
defined under 35 U.S.C. § 271(a) (1994) as unauthorized use of patented subject matter
"within the United States"
... it is not clear that a patent holder could enforce his patent against
someone employing the patented invention in outer space. If activity in
space is considered to be outside the United States, then patented
inventions could be exploited by someone other than the patent holder
without the need to obtain a license. Private firms will likely be
reluctant to invest in outer space research if others may obtain such a
"free ride" off the initial firm's investment.
35 U.S.C. § 105(a) (1994). See also Reynolds, supra note 66 ("[The Patents in Space
Act] will make infringement that takes place in space subject to liability under U.S. patent
law.").
" By remaining subject to international agreements to which the United States belongs,
the Patents in Space Act, 35 U.S.C. § 105, fails to extend the United States' territorial patent
system into outer space when, as in the case of the ISS, an international agreement controls.
14 Burk, supra note 7, at 312.
75 See infra Part III.B (discussing potential problems with the Patents in Space Act and
federal territorial patent law as applied to multinational space ventures, particularly the
ISS).
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An additional feature of the federal patent system that differs
from the international scheme is the United States' "first to invent"
rule.76 Most other nations have a "first to file" system.77 Under
the United States' regime, however, priority of invention is
established by reference to "conception, reduction to practice, and
diligence."7"
Conception is essentially thinking of and disclosing the complete
idea for the patent.79 Reduction to practice is "construction of the
invention and demonstration that it achieves its intended purpos-
es."8 ° At the time that the Patents in Space Act was passed, an
American inventor trying to establish priority of invention general-
ly could not, under the federal scheme, refer to foreign inventive
activity."'
76 35 U.S.C. § 101 (1994). According to Burk, supra note 7, at 310, "first to invent" means
that a patent is granted to the first inventor who developed or conceived of an innovation,
so long as the inventor exercised due diligence between the initial conception of the invention
and the actual subsequent reduction of the invention to practice.
"7 Burk, supra note 7, at 310.
'8 35 U.S.C. § 102(g) (1994). This provision states:
In determining priority of invention there shall be considered not only
the respective dates of conception and reduction to practice of the
invention, but also the reasonable diligence of one who was first to
conceive and last to reduce to practice, from a time prior to conception by
the other.
Id. See also Reynolds, supra note 66, at 15 (noting that, prior to the Patents in Space Act
and TRIPs, infra note 81, an American inventor could not establish priority by reference to
the occurrence of any of these events outside of the United States). For a discussion of the
"key events" of the patent process, see generally Burk, supra note 7, at 310-11.
79 Burk, supra note 7, at 310.
8o Id.; see also 3 D. CHISUM, PATENTS § 10.03 (1978 & rev. 1998) ("Reduction to practice
is important both as verification that the conceived invention is workable and as a step in
putting the conceived subject matter in a form that will make it a permanent part of the
art.").
81 35 U.S.C. § 104 (1994). Some commentators have noted that, prior to 1995, reference
to foreign inventive activity was not permitted under 35 U.S.C. § 104. This provision,
however, was amended to remain consistent with the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects
of Intellectual Property Rights, Including Trade in Counterfeit Goods, Dec. 15, 1993, 33
I.L.M. 81 [hereinafter TRIPs] portion of the Uruguay Rounds of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade [hereinafter GATT]. To achieve consistency with TRIPs, Congress
amended 35 U.S.C. § 104 to permit reference to foreign inventive activity in establishing
priority of invention. Act of Dec. 8, 1993, Pub. L. No. 103-182, § 531(a) (codified as amended
at 35 U.S.C.A. § 104 (West Supp. 1998)). The provision, however, requires that the foreign
inventive activity occur in a country that is a member of the World Trade Organization
[hereinafter WTO] or of the North American Free Trade Agreement, Jan. 1, 1994, 19 U.S.C.
§ 3301, et seq. (1994) [hereinafter NAFTA]. Id. The statute provides:
12
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The Patents in Space Act attempted to remedy this technicality
by considering United States space objects to be an extension of the
United States, within which any inventions "made, used, or sold"82
will be subject to the federal patent system. Outer space would not
be considered "foreign" so long as events establishing priority take
place on a space object under the jurisdiction and control of the
United States.83 As a result, establishing conception and reduc-
tion to practice would not require reference to activity "outside the
United States," and would generally not be in contravention of
federal patent law."'
These provisions, however, do not solve all the patent ownership
problems of multinational space ventures. In particular, the
difference between the United States' territorial jurisdiction and
the nationality jurisdiction of other States (as well as of the Outer
Space Treaty) 8 may become significantly prohibitive in the ISS
and in future multinational projects.86 Before addressing these
incompatibility problems, this Note will provide a brief overview of
the history of the ISS, its proposed construction, research plan, and
intellectual property provisions.
In proceedings in the Patent and Trademark Office, in the courts, and
before any other competent authority, an applicant for a patent, or a
patentee, may not establish a date of invention by reference to knowledge
or use thereof, or any other activity with respect thereto, in a foreign
country other than a NAFTA country or a WTO member country, except
as provided in sections 119 and 365 of this title.
Id. at § 104(a)(1). (emphasis added)
It is still somewhat unclear, however, whether outer space is a non-qualifying "foreign
territory" under current statutory provisions, since clearly space itself is neither the province
of NAFTA nor of the WTO. Further problems may develop if any ISS nation is neither a
WTO or NAFTA signatory, or withdraws it membership. See MERGES ET AL., INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY IN THE NEW TECHNOLOGICAL AGE, 191 (1997) (discussing congressional
amendments to 35 U.S.C. § 104).
82 35 U.S.C. § 105(b) (1994).
H.R. REP. NO. 101-1026, at 47-8 (1991).
8 Id.
' Reynolds, supra note 66, at 21 ("It is likely that a court would note that the
jurisdictional basis of the patent law, being territorial in nature, is not compatible with the
nationality basis of jurisdiction expressed in the Outer Space Treaty.").
' See infra Part III (further discussing nationality-territorial jurisdiction incompatibility
problems).
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C. THE ISS: A MODEL FOR MULTINATIONAL SPACE ENDEAVORS
The International Space Station (formerly the Freedom Space
Station) will likely be the first multinational space research
endeavor since the enactment of the Patents in Space Act.8" To
be sure, the Russian Mir Space Station involved cooperative efforts
between the United States and Russia,' but few, if any, other
countries participated.89 The ISS project may therefore be viewed
as a test run of the ability of the Patents in Space Act to protect
United States research and scientific development in outer
space.' This part will examine the actual physical construction
of the ISS, the overall research plan of NASA, and will then discuss
intellectual property and jurisdictional concessions that have been
made by member nations (particularly by the United States)
pursuant to ISS agreements.
1. The History of the ISS. The general enabling agreement
establishing the ISS, known as the Intergovernmental Agreement
(IGA),9' has sixteen partners, including the United States, Cana-
' NASA International Space Station, A Whole New Era in Space Flight, (visited Feb. 27,
1999) <http-/station.nasa.gov/station/index.html> ("The International Space Station
continues the largest scientific cooperative program in history, drawing on the resources and
scientific expertise of 16 nations.").
The Shuttle-Mir program was dubbed "Phase One of the International Space Station,"
and is now considered a part of the ISS program itself. See infra section II.c.1 (discussing
the history of the ISS project).
89 A History of U.S. Space Stations, supra note 29, at 2.
' Ashe, supra note 27, at 351, discusses the "enormous amount of [technical] data and
hardware [to be] exchanged among the parties involved." Given this fact, the ability of the
Patents in Space Act to protect US-owned technical data and intellectual property is likely
to be initially tested within the context of the ISS.
9' 1998 Intergovernmental Agreement on Space Station Cooperation (visited Feb. 27,
1999), available at: <ftp'//ftp.hq.nasa.gov/puh/pao/reports/IGA.html> [hereinafter IGA]. It
is important to distinguish this current IGA from its predecessor, the Agreement Among the
Government of the United States of America, Governments of Member States of the
European Space Agency, the Government of Japan, and the Government of Canada on
Cooperation in the Detailed Design, Development, Operation, and Utilization of the
Permanently Manned Civil Space Station, Sept. 29, 1988, available in 1992 WL 466295
(1992). The original IGA established the plan for the ISS's predecessor, the Freedom Space
Station. However, massive changes to the Space Station's design, as well as the addition of
Russia to the Space Station venture necessitated a new agreement, which supersedes all
previous Space Station agreements with regard to Canada, the United States, Russia, Brazil,
and the ESA nations. There is a separate memorandum of understanding between NASA
and Japan which has yet to be signed. See Partners Sign ISS Agreements (visited Feb. 27,
14
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da,92 Japan, Russia,9' Brazil, and eleven' nations from the Euro-
pean Space Agency (ESA). 4 The IGA is meant to "establish a
long-term international cooperative framework. . . [to] enhance the
scientific, technological, and commercial use of outer space.
Consistent with this notion, the stated goal of the ISS is to "afford
scientists, engineers, and entrepreneurs an unprecedented platform
on which to perform complex, long-duration, and replicable
experiments in the unique environment of space." 96
The ISS project officially began in 1992, when the United States
and Russia engaged in the cooperative Shuttle-Mir program.97
This mission was considered a crucial test run for the construction
1999), <http-//spaceffight.nasa.gov/station/reference/partners/special/ISS.-agreements> (noting
the current authority of the 1998 IGA as well as the authority of three bilateral "memoranda
of understanding" between NASA and each of the Russian Space Agency, the ESA, and the
Canadian Space Agency). For more information on the bilateral memoranda of understand-
ing between participant ISS nations, see infra notes 92-94.
' See Memorandum of Understanding between the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration of the United States of America and the Canadian Space Agency Concerning
Cooperation on the Civil International Space Station, Jan. 29, 1998 (visited Feb. 27, 1999)
<ftpJ/iftp.hq.nasa.gov/pub/pao/reports/nasacsa.html> [hereinafter CSA MOU].
9 Although Russia was not a party to the original IGA, under a 1993 Joint Statement of
Cooperation in Space issued by United States and Russia, The Russian Space Agency
officially joined the ISS project. Ashe, supra note 27, at 333. At this time, the Shuttle-Mir
project was deemed "Phase One" of the ISS endeavor. See International Partners (visited
Feb. 27, 1999) <http'/station.nasa.gov/station/reference/partners/index.html>. The current
ISS relationship between Russia and the United States is governed by both the IGA and the
Memorandum of Understanding between the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
of the United States of America and the Russian Space Agency Concerning Cooperation on
the Civil International Space Station, Jan. 29, 1998 (visited Feb. 27, 1999)
<ftpJ/ftp.hq.nasa.gov/pub/pao/reports/nasa_russian.html> [hereinafter RSA MOU].
9 International Partners, supra note 93; IGA, supra note 91, at preamble. The
participating ESA nations are: Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. Id. The current rights and
responsibilities of the ESA nations are embodied in the IGA and the Memorandum of
Understanding between the National Aeronautics and Space Administration of the United
States of America and the European Space Agency Concerning Cooperation on the Civil
International Space Station, Jan. 29, 1998 (visited Feb. 27, 1999)
<ftp'/ftp.hq.nasa.gov/pub/pao/reports/nasaesa.html> [hereinafter ESA MOUI.
Intergovernmental Agreement, supra note 91, at art. 1, cl. 1.
9 NASA Research Plan, supra note 31, at 5.
g The Shuttle-Mir phase of the ISS project has been dubbed, among other things,
"International Space Station I" and "Phase One" by NASA. A History of U.S. Space Stations,
supra note 29, at 3.
15
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of the ISS and the implementation of the ISS research plan, 8
particularly because human visits to outer space prior to the
Shuttle-Mir project had not exceeded 18 consecutive days. 99
In 1993, after NASA experienced considerable delays in getting
its own Freedom Space Station Project off the ground,' ° Presi-
dent Clinton called for the station to be redesigned "to reduce costs
and include more international involvement."' As a result,
NASA proposed three new designs of the station,0 2 and Russia
was officially added to the list of participant ISS nations.' 3
2. Physical Construction of the ISS. ISS construction began in
orbit on November 20, 1998 with the launching of the Russian
" See, NASA International Space Station, The International Space Station Program is
Underway, at 1 (visited Feb. 27, 1999), <http://www.jsc.nasa.gov/pao/factsheets/iss
underway.html>. The Shuttle-Mir project provided an excellent opportunity for the
astronauts to learn to work together; to reduce "potential surprises in hardware exchange,
working methods, spacecraft environment, and spacewalks;" to amass long-duration stay
experience on a space station like the ISS; and to initiate the early stages of the science and
technology research that will occur on the completed ISS during Phase III of the ISS plan.
See infra Part II.C.3 (discussing the goals of the Research plan). Id.
" NASA Research Plan, supra note 31, at 8 (noting that the long-term aspects of the
Shuttle-Mir program were particularly important as a "precursory step in preparing for ISS
assembly and research").
" The Space Station project suffered years of delays and setbacks, due mostly to budget
cuts and logistical difficulties, including failure of some Partners to secure the requisite
funding. As early as 1990, large budget cuts necessitated a substantial scaling-back of the
Freedom project. Mark Carreau, Budget May Shrink NASA Space Station, Hous. CHRON.,
November 8, 1990, at A8. From 1991 to 1993, the House Budget Committee almost
eliminated Freedom entirely from the NASA budget. See, William F. Allman, Is the Manned
Space Program Doomed? A Scaled-Down Space Station May be Pointless, U.S. NEWS &
WORLD REP., April 19, 1993, at 27, 29 ("With the latest round of projected cuts in funding,
the original vision of the space station is likely to fade away completely.").101 A History of U.S. Space Stations, supra note 29, at 3; see also, James R. Asker, NASA
Details New Station Plans, AVIATION WK. & SPACE TECH., September 13, 1993, at 20 (noting
that the new space station design was "intended to allow the U.S. and its international
partners to proceed, should building a unified station with Russia prove to be infeasible").
102 A History of U.S. Space Stations, supra note 29, at 3. According to this historical
account, each of three different NASA "teams" competed to come up with redesign proposals.
Of these proposals, the White House selected the "Alpha" option. This explains why the ISS
was previously deemed "Space Station Alpha" for a short time. Id.
" Id. At this time, Russia agreed to supply a number of hardware components originally
designed for its Mir 2 Space Station. With Russia on board, the station became known as
the "International Space Station." Id. This moniker is subject to change, and NASA is
actively seeking out alternate names for the ISS. Marcia Dunn, ASSOCIATED PRESS, Space-
Station Troubles: They Can't Even Name It, May 11, 1998.
16
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Zarya control module. 114  The United States-launched Unity
connecting module soon followed on December 4, 1998.105 The
remaining construction of the ISS consists of some forty-five
assembly flights, is projected to last about five years,' and
involves the assemblage of over one-hundred component parts.' 7
The ISS construction sequence, known as Phase II of the ISS
plan,10 8 began with the launching of the Russian Zarya space
module.' 9 This module, which will provide the initial propulsion
and power for the ISS,110 was built by the Russians and was
funded in part by the United States."' Once ISS construction is
complete, the Zarya module will be used primarily for storage and
as an external fuel tank.
112
The launching of the first United States ISS component (and the
second component overall), known as Node 1 or the Unity Mod-
ule, 113 occurred in December 1998.11 The Unity module acts as
a "berthing port" with five available ports, to which future ISS
modules will be attached." 5
Following these initial launches, construction of the space station
is expected to take a quicker pace, and is scheduled for completion
104 NASA Facts, The Zarya Control Module: The First International Space Station
Component to Launch (visited March 20, 1999) <http/spaceflight.nasa.gov/spacenews/
factsheet/pdfs/zarya.pdf>.
"o NASA News, Mission Control Center Status Report # 2 (visited Feb. 27, 1999)
<httpJ/spaceflight.nasa.gov/spacenews/reportssts88/STS-88-02.html> ("The STS-88 launch
begins the largest cooperative space construction project in history.").
1
" A Whole New Era in Space Flight, supra note 87; NASA FACTS: International Space
Station Assembly: A Construction Site in Orbit, at 1 (visited Feb. 27, 1999)
<http'//station.nasa.gov/reference/factsheets/index.html>.
101 International Space Station Assembly, supra note 106, at 1.
108 The International Space Station Program is Underway, supra note 98, at 1.
109 International Space Station Status Report #3, (visited Feb. 27, 1999)
<http//spaceflight.nasa.gov/spacenewsreportsissreports/1998/iss3.html>. NASA Facts, The
Zarya Control Module: The First International Space Station Component to Launch, supra
note 104, at 1. The Zarya module is also known by the technical term Functional Cargo
Block, or FGB. Id.
110 Id.
111 Id.
112 Id. at 2.
113 NASA Facts, Unity Connecting Module: Cornerstone for a Home in Orbit: The First
U.S.-Built International Space Station Component, at 1 (visited March 20, 1999)
<httpJ/station.nasa.gov/spacenewsfactsheet/pdfsunity.pdf>.
114 Mission Control Center Status Report #2, supra note 105.
... Unity Connecting Module, supra note 113.
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in 2004.116 Planned for April and May of 1999, respectively, the
next two U.S. missions'17 will involve the additions of the STS-93
Chandra X-ray Observatory,"8 and the STS-96 Spacehab double
module." 9 The next major module to be added to the ISS, the
assembly of which is anticipated in July of 1999,120 is the Russian
service module, providing primary living quarters and life sup-
port.12 1 Astronauts from the United States and Russia could be
living on the ISS full-time as early as January 2000.122
As assembly of the ISS progresses, other Partners' modules will
be added. For the purposes of this Note, the modules of most
concern will be those on which scientific research is most likely to
occur:'23  the Japanese experiment module laboratory, 124  the
ESA-built Columbus Orbital Facility laboratory, 12 and two
116 International Space Station: Creating a World-Class Orbiting Laboratory, supra note
28. For a detailed, step-by-step diagram of the construction timetable, see, NASA Facts,
International Space Station Assembly Sequence: Revision D, (visited March 20, 1999)
<httpJ/station.nasa.gov/station/assemblyrev d.pdf/index.html>.
117 NASA Status Report On Line at 1 (visited Feb. 27, 1999) <http'J/www-
pao.ksc.nasa.gov/kscpao/status/stsstat/1999/jan/1-07-99s.htm>.18 STS-93 Overview (visited Jan. 10, 1999) <http'//station.nasa.gov/shuttle/index.html>.
The primary objective of the STS-93 mission will be the deployment of the "Advanced X-Ray
Astrophysics Facility," also known as Chandra. Id.
19 NASA Status Report On Line, supra note 117, at 1.
"z' The Next Outpost: Building the Outpost, Hous. CHRON., Nov. 15, 1998, at 4.
121 Id.
122 Id.
2 Depending upon who has jurisdiction and control of the research modules on the ISS,
there may be a question as to which country will own the intellectual property fruits of both
individual and joint scientific labors. Furthermore, for purposes of determining the events
that establish priority under the United States' patent scheme, jurisdiction will be
particularly important if a module is controlled by a non-WTO or NAFTA country. For
example, Russia, which is contributing two research labs, is currently not a member of the
WTO, but is only an "observer" who has applied for membership. Marrakech Agreement
Establishing the World Trade Organization (WTO) and Related Agreements, April 15, 1994,
33 I.L.M. 15; current version available at (visited Feb. 27, 1999) <httpJ/www.wto.org>. See
infra Parts II.C.4 and III, (addressing concerns over ownership and jurisdiction of the
research modules in relation to patent ownership).
12 Although the MOU between NASA and Japan has yet to be enacted, supra note 91,
the current MOUs with CSA, RSA, and ESA detail Japanese responsibilities toward the ISS.
See, e.g., CSA MOU, supra note 92, at art. 3.4.b. (noting that the Government of Japan is to
design, develop, and provide "one Japanese Experiment Module (JEM), a permanently
attached multipurpose research and development laboratory...").
12 See, Memorandum of Understanding Between the United States National Aeronautics
and Space Administration and the European Space Agency Enabling Early Utilization
Opportunities of the International Space Station, Mar. 18, 1997, available at 1997 WL
270592, at art. 3.1.4.4. This 1997 agreement is subject to subsequent MOUs between the
18
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Russian labs.'26 The research modules are of particular concern
because there may be a question as to whether these modules are
qualifying foreign countries for establishing United States' priority
of invention for patent protection. 27
3. The Goals of the NASA ISS Research Plan.2 ' Following
Phase II construction of the ISS, the research plan, or Phase
III,129 will be implemented. According to the NASA Research
plan, the ISS will be used for scientific research in six fundamental
areas. is These areas include: the formation of the universe,
including galaxies, stars, and planets;'3 ' the possibility of exis-
tence of carbon-based life forms elsewhere in the universe, as well
as human colonization of other planets;3 2 the use of planets to
United States and ESA, under art. 1.3; see also ESA MOU, supra note 94, at art. 3.3
(directing ESA to design, among other ISS elements, "one European pressurized laboratory
permanently attached to the space station .. .
126 RSA MOU, supra note 93, at art. 3.3.
127 See supra note 123 (discussing potential problems identifying the Russian Federation
as a qualifying foreign country); see infra Part HLI.B (examining jurisdictional problems).
128 Supra note 31.
12
9 See, The International Space Station Program is Underway, supra note 98, at 1.
'
3 0 NASA Research Plan, supra note 31, at 2.
131 Science and' Research Disciplines: Space Science at 1 (visited Feb. 27, 1999)
<http'/station.nasa.gov/stationscience/disciplines/space/index.html>. The four major themes
of NASA's space science program are the structure and evolution of the universe, exploration
of the solar system, the astronomical origins of our solar system and other planetary
systems, and the assessment of the Sun's affect on the Earth. Id. To this end, an Alpha
Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS) is being developed to "investigate the existence of dark matter
and antimatter as part of the ongoing quest for knowledge of the formation and evolution of
the universe, and increase ... understanding of the fundamental nature of energy and
matter." Id.
132 Science and Research Disciplines: Life Sciences (visited Jan. 10, 1999),
<http'//station.nasa.gov/station/sciencedisciplines/life/index.html>. This research goal is not
exclusively a search for potential life on other planets. Rather, the main objective in this
area seems to be an investigation of the ability of human and other life to be sustained in
a microgravity environment. Id. See infra note 134 (further discussing the invaluable
microgravity research that will occur on the ISS).
In a sense, the ISS project will show whether humans are "ready for the next
step-settlements on the moon and neighboring Mars." Mark Carreau, The Next Outpost:
A World United: Team of Nations Joins Forces to Assemble the First International Space
Station, HOus. CHRON., Nov. 15, 1998, at 2. See also, NASA Research Plan, supra note 31,
at 32 (noting that
Before astronauts can be sent to Mars and beyond, we must understand
and counterbalance the reaction of the human body to the microgravity
environment; we must develop the requisite protective and supportive
technologies required for human habitats in space; and we must
19
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help predict and control the Earth's environment, including timing
of natural disasters; 3 3 the role of microgravity in biological,
physical, and chemical systems in space and the implications for
the gravitational environment of Earth;' the exploration of
energy-efficient, environmentally friendly transportation technolo-
gies; 135 and determining which technological processes and tech-
niques are best achieved in the atmosphere of outer space, if
comprehend the fundamental processes that ultimately enable our ability
to make use of available resources in space and 'live off the land'. .. ).
'33 Science and Research Disciplines: Earth Science (visited Jan. 10, 1999)
<http'//station.nasa.gov/station/science/disciplines/earthlindex.html>. NASA anticipates that
the ISS experience will provide a long-term "window on the world" that will promote its
ability to assess "factors affecting the quality of life for all humans," including the Earth's
atmosphere, weather patterns and climatic changes, the ozone layer, the state of the world's
oceans and minerals, and extent of food resources. Id. The overall goal of this research plan
seems to be further understanding of the Earth's systems and processes, how they work
together to provide an atmosphere suitable for sustaining life, and how that equilibrium can
be maintained and reproduced. Id.; NASA Research Plan, supra note 31.
34 See, e.g., Burk, supra note 1, at 565-66 (noting that previous microgravity research has
been shown to facilitate biochemical studies of protein structure by producing "large, well-
ordered protein crystals because of the absence of strong gravitational interference.)"; see
also, John F. Kohler, Comment, Space Pharmaceuticals: Will the United States Fumble
Another High Technology Industry?, 58 J. AiR L. & COM. 511, 511 (1993) ("Space, with its
absence of vibration, near-perfect vacuum, sterile environment, unfiltered sunlight, and lack
of significant gravitational fields, provides an environment perfect for the production of
pharmaceuticals... in higher quantities and more efficiently than on earth."). The NASA
Research Plan, supra note 31, notes that scientific research on the ISS will include
investigations of the effects of gravity on human physiological processes and systems, on
medical technologies (including diagnostic techniques and surgical advances), on the growth
of protein crystals and three-dimensional human tissue samples (which grow much less
effectively in a gravitational environment), on single-celled organisms and viruses, and on
materials processing. To this end, the NASA Headquarters Life Sciences Division has
promulgated two programs: a biomedical research and countermeasures program, designed
to assess the effects of space on humans, and a gravitational biology and ecology program,
to determine the effects of space on other organisms. Id. According to Burk, supra note 1,
at 565, most, if not all, of these areas of research have great potential to result in patentable
findings.
16 Science and Research Disciplines: Microgravity Science (visited Jan. 10, 1999)
<http'//station.nasa.gov/station/science/disciplines/microgravity/index.html>. Combustion is
the primary source of the Earth's energy, but causes extensive air pollution. The
microgravity of outer space provides a unique opportunity for ISS scientists to develop
cleaner, more efficient combustion methods as well as feasible energy alternatives. Id.
NASA Research Plan, supra note 31. This, in turn, will improve the Earth's energy and
transportation capacities.
20
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eventually commercialized.' Many of these areas of research,
particularly those involving the effect of gravity on biotechnical and
pharmaceutical processes, 13 7  and those exploring alternative
energy and transportation sources,' could generate a wealth of
potentially patentable information." 9 At the very least, the
research may spark considerable "conception" of patentable subject
matter.
40
4. Provisions of the IGA:'4 Intellectual Property Rights and
Jurisdiction of the ISS. The IGA and its related MOUs are the
central enabling agreements of the ISS.142  They outline the
respective rights and duties of every nation involved in the ISS
project. 43  Of particular importance to this Note are provisions
1
" Science and Research Disciplines: Space Product Development (visited Jan. 10, 1999)
<httpJ/station.nasa.gov/stationscience/disciplines/product_dev/index.html>. A commercial
product development program is central to the ISS research plan. Promulgated by NASA's
Space Development and Commercial Research Division of the Office of Life and Microgravity
Sciences and Applications (OLMSA), the "underlying focus of the program is to bolster U.S.
access to new technologies and markets utilizing the microgravity, ultra-vacuum and vantage
point of space." Id.
Potential areas of commercial utility include combustion and energy research, electronics,
medicine, biotechnology, and food growth technology, among many others. Id. Much of the
development in these areas thus far has been the primary result of space research, whether
in satellite technology or in microgravity experiments. NASA Research Plan, supra note 31.
.37 Kohler, supra note 134, at 511.
13 Science and Research Disciplines: Microgravity Science, supra note 135.
'
3 Burk, supra note 7, at 305. Outer space research is particularly important in the field
of biotechnology, in which the data from outer space processes such as protein crystal and
human tissue growth may be used "to create marketable products that will fight diseases."
Burk further notes that
The availability of such products represents not only a significant
opportunity for improving human health and welfare, but a boon to
American competitiveness and trade. Biotechnology is one area where
the United States is recognized to still maintain a significant superiority
over the rest of the world; the development of new products from this
outer space process will help to ensure that lead.
This superiority, however, will only occur if the use of the previously
described process remains under the control of the American firms that
invested in its development. The protein crystallization process ...
appears to be the proper subject matter of a United States patent ....
Id.
140 Id.
14 Intergovernmental Agreement, supra note 91.
142 Id. at art. 1, para. 1.
143 Id. The IGA itself states that "Tis Agreement specifically defines the civil
international Space Station program and the nature of this partnership, including the
respective rights and obligations of the Partners in this cooperation." Id.
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of the IGA addressing jurisdiction over and ownership of various
components of the ISS, and those speaking to the intellectual
property rights of the ISS Partners.
Article 5 of the IGA provides, consistent with the Registration
Convention,'" that each Partner is responsible for the registra-
tion of its own physical contributions to the ISS. 145  This portion
of the IGA states that "each Partner shall retain jurisdiction and
control over the elements it registers."'46 Further, Partners are
deemed to own the elements and equipment they provide to the
ISS.147 Thus, the individual nations who contribute research
modules to the ISS will retain full jurisdiction and control of those
modules. While the jurisdictional provisions of the IGA are subject
to any MOUs between NASA and individual ISS partners, 4 8 the
MOUs do not appear to alter the basic proposition that a contribut-
ing Partner shall maintain jurisdiction of its respective ISS
contributions.
49
Of great importance to the ISS project are the intellectual
property provisions of the IGA and the MOUs. 150 As in the case
'1 The Registration Convention, supra notes 49-50, requires that launching states are
responsible for the registration of their own space objects.
1 Intergovernmental Agreement, supra note 91, at art. 5, para. 1. Under this article,
the ESA in and of itself is responsible for the registration of any contributions of ESA
nations. Id.
1" Id. at art. 5, para. 2. Because the ESA is responsible for the registration of the
components provided by European partners under art. 5, para. 1, presumably, then, the ESA
retains jurisdiction of these elements on behalf of ESA nations. This idea is supported by
the fact that the ESA as an entity is deemed to own any ISS elements provided by an ESA
nation. Id. at art. 6, para. 2.147 Id. at art. 6, para. 4. This provision further provides that ownership of ISS elements
may not be transferred to private parties or to non-Partners without the consent of all other
Partners to the ISS. Id.
14 Intergovernmental Agreement, supra note 91, at art. 5, para. 2.
149 Indeed, the available MOUs, supra notes 92-94, cross-reference to the IGA when
mentioning jurisdictional provisions. There is no reason to believe that the anticipated MOU
between the United States and Japan will not contain similar jurisdictional cross-references.
150 The intellectual property provisions of the IGA, supra note 91, are found in art. 21.
Art. 21 states:
1. For the purposes of this Agreement, "intellectual property" is
understood to have the meaning of Article 2 of the Convention Establish-
ing the World Intellectual Property Organization, done at Stockholm on
14 July 1967.
2. Subject to the provisions of this Article, for purposes of intellectual
property law, an activity occurring in or on a Space Station flight
22
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of jurisdiction, the MOUs defer to the IGA regarding ownership of
element shall be deemed to have occurred only in the territory of the
Partner State of that element's registry, except that for ESA-registered
elements any European Partner State may deem the activity to have
occurred within its territory. For avoidance of doubt, participation by a
Partner State, its Cooperating Agency, or its related entities in an
activity occurring in or on any other Partner's Space Station flight
element shall not in and of itself alter or affect the jurisdiction over such
activity provided for in the previous sentence.
3. In respect of an invention made in or on any Space Station flight
element by a person who is not its national or resident, a Partner State
shall not apply its laws concerning secrecy of inventions so as to prevent
the filing of a patent application (for example, by imposing a delay or
requiring prior authorization) in any other Partner State that provides
for the protection of the secrecy of patent applications containing
information that is classified or otherwise protected for national security
purposes. This provision does not prejudice (a) the right of any Partner
State in which a patent application is first filed to control the secrecy of
such patent application or restrict its further filing; or (b) the right of
any other Partner State in which an application is subsequently filed to
restrict, pursuant to any international obligation, the dissemination of
an application.
4. Where a person or entity owns intellectual property which is protected
in more than one European Partner State, that person or entity may not
recover in more than one State for the same act of infringement of the
same rights in such intellectual property which occurs in or on an ESA-
registered element. Where the same act of infringement in or on an
ESA-registered element gives rise to actions by different intellectual
property owners by virtue of more than one European Partner State's
deeming the activity to have occurred in its territory, a court may grant
a temporary stay of proceeding in a later-filed action pending the
outcome of an earlier-filed action. Where more than one action is
brought, satisfaction of a judgment rendered for damages in any of the
actions shall bar further recovery of damages in any pending or future
action for infringement based upon the same act of infringement.
5. With respect to an activity occurring in or on an ESA-registered
element, no European Partner State shall refuse to recognize a license
for the exercise of any intellectual property right if that license is
enforceable under the laws of any European Partner State, and
compliance with the provisions of such license shall also bar recovery for
infringement in any European Partner State.
6. The temporary presence in the territory of a Partner State of any
articles, including the components of a flight element, in transit between
any place on Earth and any flight element of the Space Station regis-
tered by another Partner State or ESA shall not in itself form the basis
of any proceedings in the first Partner State for patent infringement. Id.
23
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intellectual property resulting from the ISS.'1 ' The gist of Article
21 of the IGA seems to be that research activities occurring in a
particular ISS module are generally deemed to occur in the country
that retains jurisdiction of that module.152 Thus, for purposes of
establishing conception and priority of invention, these activities
are not likely to be deemed to have occurred in the United States,
since NASA is not at this time contributing any of the research
modules on which inventive activities are likely to occur.
15 3
However, because Article 21 by its own language remains subject
to other provisions of the IGA,'54 there is a possibility that Part-
ners may retain ownership of intellectual property through other,
future Articles.' 55
III. AN EXAMINATION OF THE COMPATIBILITY OF THE PATENTS IN
SPACE ACT WITH INTERNATIONAL SPACE LAW AND WITH THE IGA
The Patents in Space Act'56 was promulgated primarily to
increase investment in outer space activities; 57 it purports to do
this by extending the United States' jurisdiction and federal patent
scheme to all United States-owned space objects.'58 The hope
was that through these provisions, there would be no question as
to which intellectual property scheme would apply on United States
space objects, resolving issues of priority and ownership of patent-
able subject-matter.'59 This certainty, in turn, would make the
option of investment more attractive to private investors by
... For example, the ESA MOU, supra note 94, states that "with respect to... intellectual
property, .. . the relevant provisions of the Intergovernmental Agreement apply." The other
MOUs have similar provisions. As is the case with the jurisdictional provisions of the
MOUs, there is no reason to believe that the anticipated MOU with Japan will not also defer
to art. 21 of the IGA.
152 Intergovernmental Agreement, art. 21, supra note 150, at para. 2.
15 See supra notes 124-126 (regarding the research module contributions of Russia,
Japan, and the ESA).
" Intergovernmental Agreement, art. 21, supra note 91, at para. 2, cl. 1.
1 5 Intergovernmental Agreement, supra note 91, at art. 6, para. 6, regarding ownership
of elements of the ISS is particularly important in this regard and is discussed in Part III.C.,
infra.
6 35 U.S.C. § 105 (1994).
157 H.R. REP. No. 101-1026, supra note 22.
'6 H.R. REP. No. 101-960(I), supra note 21.
169 Id.
418 [Vol. 6:395
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assuring them of some return on their capital. 160
These goals, though admirable, are somewhat thwarted in the
multinational context of the ISS. There is little question that the
ISS is an important project for the United States to be involved in;
the currently apathetic attitude of the American public and
investors toward NASA 16 1 could be reversed by a successful ISS
mission. While the Patents in Space Act is meant to increase the
confidence of American investors in their ability to receive a return
on their investment in expensive and time-consuming space
research,'62 in the context of the ISS, arguably the most impor-
tant space exploration project to date, this is certainly not appar-
ent. Because the Act, by its provisions, remains subject to interna-
tional agreements which bind the United States,' it is essential-
ly useless in achieving its goal of protecting American efforts in
space in the context of cooperative international space exploration
and research. Not only is the Act incompatible with the body of
international space law in general, it is rendered powerless to
protect United States inventions in the context of the ISS because
it simply does not apply to the ISS;' the IGA controls the ven-
ture. While the decision to make the Patents in Space Act subject
to binding international agreements was likely a wise diplomatic
choice on the part of the United States, this author proposes that
in a time when space exploration will almost assuredly involve
more cooperative international efforts,'65 the Patents in Space
Act, by its own terms, 166 is not likely to meet its goals of protec-
tion of American investment in outer space.
160 Id.
161 See, e.g., Robert L. Park, Black Hole of NASA's Dreams, SACRAMENTO BEE, May 1,
1993 at B7 (a far from atypical editorial expressing the opinion that NASA activities are
largely a waste of time and of taxpayer money).
162 H.R. REP. No. 101-1026, supra note 22.
16 35 U.S.C. § 105(a) (1994).
'1
6 Id.
165 Brinkley, supra note 27; Ashe, supra note 27.
16 35 U.S.C. § 105(a) provides, in part, that it is subject to "an international agreement
to which the United States is a party...."
1999] 419
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A. INCONSISTENCIES BETWEEN THE PATENTS IN SPACE ACT AND THE
BODY OF INTERNATIONAL SPACE LAW
The underlying theme of international space law as articulated
in a number of treaties is that outer space, and the fruits of
research in space, ought to be shared by everyone.'67 No one
owns outer space; it is res communis.'68 Yet the Patents in Space
Act, in a small way, attempts to place some ownership limitations
on the spirit of cooperation espoused by so many space treaties. It
is true that the United States never became a signatory of the
Moon Treaty,169 an agreement more aggressive in its treatment
of outer space as the province of the "common heritage of man-
kind"7 ° than the general body of space law. However, there is no
denying that the ideals underlying the body of international space
law in general are cooperation and sharing. The Patents in Space
Act is not about sharing. It is about protecting American interests
in outer space exploration and development. Because the IGA
states that international space law will govern the Space Sta-
tion,' ' the provisions of the Act, if asserted by the United States,
would undoubtedly conflict and would cause discord among ISS
1"7 Outer Space Treaty, supra note 38, at art. I.
16
8 Id.
16" The United States' lack of participation in the Moon Treaty is discussed supra notes
53-59.
170 The Moon Treaty, supra note 54, at art. 11.
171 See Intergovernmental Agreement, supra note 91, at art. 2, which states:
1. The Space Station shall be developed, operated, and utilized in
accordance with international law, including the Outer Space Treaty, the
Rescue Agreement, the Liability Convention, and the Registration
Convention.
2. Nothing in this Agreement shall be interpreted as:
a. modifying the rights and obligations of the Partner States
found in the treaties listed in paragraph 1 above, either toward
each other or toward other States, except as otherwise provided
in Article 16;
b. affecting the rights and obligations of the Partner States
when exploring or using outer space, whether individually or
in cooperation with other States, in activities unrelated to the
Space Station; or
c. constituting basis for asserting a claim to national appropria-
tion over outer space or over any portion of outer space.
26
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Partners.'72 To avoid failure of the ISS, the United States will
likely be unable to fully assert its rights under the Patents in Space
Act.
B. CONFLICTS BETWEEN THE PATENTS IN SPACE ACT AND THE
INTERNATIONAL INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND TRADE REGIMES
Aside from the basic differences between the United States'
patent scheme, a first-to invent system, and the international
milieu, 73 there are other potential problems with the Patents in
Space Act. For example, the Act extends the federal patent scheme
to inventions "made, used, or sold" on any space object under the
jurisdiction of the United States, as long as no other international
agreement intervenes. 74 In the context of the ISS in particular,
international intellectual property agreements will control.
Problems may arise because of inconsistencies between the United
States' patent scheme promulgated by the Patents in Space Act and
international provisions under organizations such as WIPO.
C. THE PATENTS IN SPACE ACT IN THE CONTEXT OF THE ISS:
CONFLICTS WITH THE IGA
The intellectual property provisions of the IGA.7 5 and related
MOUs pose the largest threat to the effectiveness of the Patents in
Space Act on the ISS. The IGA provides that each Partner shall
register its own contribution to the ISS, maintaining jurisdiction
and control over it. 176  Article 21 of the IGA, which addresses
intellectual property, provides that "for purposes of intellectual
property law, an activity occurring in or on a Space Station flight
element shall be deemed to have occurred only in the territory of
the Partner State of that element's registry." (emphasis added) 77
This is qualified by the provision that where a national of one
Partner State performs an activity worthy of intellectual property
172 Meyer, supra note 32, at 334-35.
... See supra Part II (discussing the United States' patent scheme).
174 35 U.S.C. § 105(a) (1994).
175 Intergovernmental Agreement, supra note 91.
176 Id. at art. 5, paras. 1-2.
'" Id. at art. 21, para. 2, cl. 1.
19991 421
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protection on the module of another Partner State, nothing shall
prevent the former state from registering that activity in accor-
dance with its own laws. 178 This, however, is in turn qualified by
the requirement that the protected information must be "classified
or otherwise protected for national security purposes."179  Taken
together, these provisions significantly undermine any protection
the Patents in Space Act may afford the United States on the ISS.
First, at this time none of the research modules, on which the
bulk of inventive activity will occur, will be under the jurisdiction
or control of the United States. 80 Thus, a United States national
performing research worthy of intellectual property protection
under the federal regime will be subject to the Paragraph 3
limitation that the subject matter of the research must be either
classified, or a matter of national security.'8 ' It is unclear at this
time whether American research on the ISS will rise to this level.
Second, assuming arguendo that Paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article
21 do not foreclose the United States from applying its own patent
scheme to the fruits of its research, there may be additional
problems. Even if the federal patent scheme applied, it would be
subject to the Patent Act limitation that for purposes of establish-
ing priority by reference to foreign activity, such activity must occur
in either a WTO or NAFTA member-country.'82 Currently, the
Russian Federation is not a member of either convention; however,
it is an "observer" of the WTO. 8 3 While this likely means that
Russia will become a member of the WTO,' it is unclear at this
time how this may affect the ability of American inventors to
1 8Id. at art. 21, para. 2, cl. 2.
17 Id. at art. 21, para. 3.
180 Notes 123-126, supra, detail the contribution of the ISS's scientific research modules
by Japan, Russia, and the ESA.
181 Intergovernmental Agreement, supra note 91, at art. 21, para. 2, cl. 3.
'8 35 U.S.C. § 104 (1994), supra note 81, was amended to permit reference to foreign
inventive activity in establishing priority of invention so as to comply with TRIPs, supra note
81.
183 This discrepancy is potentially problematic because the specific language of 35 U.S.C.
§ 104 mentions only "WTO member countr[ies]," making no mention of "observers."
18 The current version of the WTO Agreement, supra note 123, states that "all observer
countries have applied to join the WTO except the Holy See (Vatican) and, for the time being,
Ethiopia, Cape Verde, and Bhutan." There is no reason to believe that Russia's application
to become a member country will not be accepted in the future; it is simply unclear when
actual membership status may be attained.
[Vol. 6:395
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protect patentable research performed in the two Russian laborato-
ries.
Finally, the intellectual property provisions of the IGA seem
thorough enough to preclude any real assertion of the Patents in
Space Act in the context of the ISS. While the goal of benefitting
mankind through a detailed plan of research will certainly be
accomplished on the ISS,'85 it seems that with respect to poten-
tially patentable discoveries, the United States may be left out in
space.
IV. CONCLUSION
Multinational ventures such as the ISS are probably not the best
venue within which the United States may assert its rights under
the Patents in Space Act. Indeed, it is questionable whether the
United States will reap any real rewards in the realm of intellectu-
al property from the ISS project because of the limitations of the
IGA. The Patents in Space Act may prove to be more effective at
achieving the goal of protection of American investment in the
private and commercial sectors, which are becoming increasingly
involved in space research and exploration. Until there is public
success of such a commercial nature, and until the Patents in Space
Act is proved to be effective in protecting the fruits of such
ventures, its goal of increasing investment in outer space activities
will likely be impeded.
JOCELYN H. SHOEMAKER
" NASA Research Plan, supra note 31.
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